OFFICE ORDER

With the approval of the Competent Authority, the following temporary distribution of work at Joint Secretary Level in Ministry of Defence is hereby ordered with immediate effect and until further orders:

a) Ms. Richa Misra, JS, who is presently looking after the work relating to Coast Guard, Medical and residuary work of Navy and Air Wings, shall also look after the residuary work of Army Wing. In addition, she is entrusted with the charge of BRO. She is designated as JS(Armed Forces).

b) The charge of JS(MIS) is entrusted to Dr. M. Subbarayan, JS(E) as an additional charge.

c) Shri Puneet Agarwal, JS, who is transferred to the Department of Defence Production, will continue to look after the work of JS (Coord/Parl) & CAO as additional charge till the joining of new incumbent.

d) Ms. Nazli Jafri Shayin, JS who is presently looking after the subject of Land & Works (Residual), shall also look after the charge of Training (Residual). She will also look after the work of Chief Vigilance Officer of the Department of Defence.

Distribution:
1. Officers concerned
2. AO (Cash), MoD.
3. AO (DAD), MoD (Civil).
4. Sr. Tech. Dir. NIC/ Dir(Parl)/ Dir(Coord)
5. The Chief Security Officer, Ministry of Defence
7. Officer Order Folder/ PF of the officer/ Concerned dealing ASOs in D(Est.I/Gp.I).

Copy for information to:-
PS to RM/ PS to RRM.
Office of the Chief of Defence Staff (CDS), South Block, New Delhi.
Sr. PPS to Defence Secretary/ Sr. PPS to Secretary (ESW)/ SO to Secretary (DR&D)/ PPS to Secretary (Defence Finance)/ PPS to Special Secretary (DP).
PPS to AS(JN)/ Sr. PPS to AS&DG(Acq.)/ Sr. PPS to AS&FA (Acq.).
MA to VCOAS/ NA to VCNS/ SO to VCAS.
All Joint Secretaries/ Acquisition Managers/ Additional FAs/ TMs/ FMs.
All Directors/ Deputy Secretaries/ DFAs/ Under Secretaries/ AFAs.

(S. S. S. SARMA)
Director (Establishment)